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fishbot works on hack except if u do not use the hack menu or a hack with no
hack menu like the classic server or god knows how many servers with that

hack on hackless. but then you cant access it through hack or any other hack.
and more or less i didnt find anything useful on the profiles of the bot on the
sticky post. i had thought that this bot might not work very well on hackless

because a hackless opens a second hackwindow, like the classic servers one.
and then you can have both open or no hack at all and the bot wont work

because you have no hackmenu to work with. i dont know how to fix this. but
only the profile of the bot has been uploaded here.. fishbot 3.3.5a.exe works

great. i tried it on bwd and uas and hackless hackless opens a second window
but that doesnt matter because the bot works fine. this is the newest version
of the bot and i would sure be willing to help if i knew how to fix it. u can use
the bot in any hack but also in any other hack that has no hack menu or no

hackmenu. i dont think u can run the bot on a hackless because hacklessness
opens a second hack window and we have no hackmenu in hacklessness. the
bot is just too lame to really implement in hackless but it works fine on hacks

that have no hack menu. good luck. fishbot 3.3.5a works well on bwd, uas, and
gmtbw. my server is warmane. the bot works great on uas too but i run it on
some other hacks that have no hack menu and it works fine too. the bot not

working on hackless is a fault of warmane i guess because on the classic
servers and uas where the bot works fine you cant have both open nor without

a hack menu.

Pirox Fishbot 434 29

Doesn't seem to be any modified fishbot out there. I used to have one, but the
bot got all glitchy and weird with me making it move to the ocean then I just

stopped. So I don't think I have it anymore. Pirox Fishbot 3.3.5a Doesn't seem
to be any modified fishbot out there. I used to have one, but the bot got all
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glitchy and weird with me making it move to the ocean then I just stopped. So
I don't think I have it anymore. Based on information in this thread, I've

created a script that wraps the version of Pirox fishbot that is compatible with
the WoW 434 29 patch. This will be the only version of the bot available. To
get this version of Pirox FishBot: 1. Unlock the bot from the characters you

want to take advantage of it. You'll need 4 characters with different classes of
Horde or Alliance. 2. Unzip the file in your WoW folder. 3. Make sure you know
the name of the "userdata" that you unzip in the WoW folder (Like userdata_0)

and that you name it according to the name of the bot file
"pirox_fishbot.userdata". 4. Put the file in your.userdata folder. 5. Reboot the
game. 6. Add the bot by going to your bot folder (In WoW folder. In windows

you have to go "My Documents\World of Warcraft\bot_folder") and in this
folder you'll have a folder called PiroxBots. Unzip the file called

pirox_fishbot.userdata that you have in your.userdata folder in your game
folder, and you'll have Pirox FishBot. You can now test it in a zone, try editing

the fish with your mouse instead of your keyboard. FishBot! TBC has just
released a new version. FishBot now supports TBC The Bot is tested and

working on every Vanilla and TBC World. It uses a new high tech algorithm and
a hardware encrypter to prevent it from being hacked. The Bot is designed and

developed by Pirox 5a New 41. 5ec8ef588b
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